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DISPLAY
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7

FLOOR MOUNT

11

WALL MOUNT

15

CEILING MOUNT

SLOTTED OUTRIGGER
DOUBLE SLOTTED UPRIGHT
PUCK SYSTEM

.

Floor Mount Fixtures
are characterized by
uprights that the are
attached to the floor
with most of the weight
of the fixture supported
by a floor flange or
insert.

Heavy duty floor mounted perimeter fixture used in
illuminated highlight wall. Uses 1” on 2” centre front
faced single slotted tubing.
FMT-001

Rear and side slotted
tube used in this floor
and wall mounted
system.
FMT-002

07

Supported by floor while
stabilized by the ceiling,
this unit features a double
slotted 2 piece channel
upright. Finished in
sparkle silver powder
coat.
FMT-003
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APPAREL
DISPLAY
PERIMETER

7

FLOOR MOUNT

11

WALL MOUNT

15

CEILING MOUNT

SLOTTED OUTRIGGER
DOUBLE SLOTTED UPRIGHT
PUCK SYSTEM

Uniquely designed slotted
uprights allow horizontal
support bars to be adjusted
vertically.
Face outs, shelves and other
accessories can be easily
repositioned vertically and
horizontally without the
appearance of a full grid or
solid slat wall.
FMT-005

Custom outrigger supports
puck wall as well as puck
mounting accessories.
Designed for a wide variety of
applications.
FMT-004

Pucks are easily repositioned on
side of upright to allow for varied
arrangement of accessories.

Uprights are sandwiched
between two millwork panels.
This floor mounted system is
strategically used in front of
window or store front where both
sides can support merchandise.
FMT-006
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APPAREL
DISPLAY
PERIMETER

7

FLOOR MOUNT

11

WALL MOUNT

15

CEILING MOUNT

SLOTTED UPRIGHT
REVERSE SLOTTED UPRIGHT
LADDER
CONCEALED STANDARDS
CONCEALED SUPPORT STRUCTURE

Ladder Style wall standard
mounted to wall backing.
Powder coated in sparkling
silver finish.

Wall Mount Fixtures
are characterized by
the uprights supporting
most of the weight of
the fixture through wall
studs or backing in the
wall .

WMT-003

WMT-001

Custom single slotted
wall mounted uprights.
Powder coated in a
metallic silver finish.

Lighted shelves
supported by vertical
steel channels behind
wall with horizontal
tubes hidden under
shelves.
WMT-004

Wall and ceiling mounted
outrigger with floating floor
flange. Finished in texture
black powder coat and
brushed stainless steel.
WMT-002

Custom painted surface
mount standards
concealed with hardwood
facing to match shelves
and gables .
WMT-005
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APPAREL
DISPLAY
PERIMETER

7

FLOOR MOUNT

11

WALL MOUNT

15

CEILING MOUNT

SLOTTED UPRIGHT
REVERSE SLOTTED UPRIGHT
LADDER
CONCEALED STANDARDS
CONCEALED SUPPORT STRUC-

Custom Wall Panels create se
per ate merchandising
divisions. Panels routed out to
conceal stainless steel surface
mount standards.
WMT-008

Neatly finished shelf brackets
are securely embedded in
supporting wall.
WMT-006

Sophisticated clothing store uses
combination of diffused neon
light and stainless steel accessories on concealed standards.
WMT-007

13

Concealed standards create
very clean presentation wall.
WMT-009
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APPAREL
DISPLAY
PERIMETER

7

FLOOR MOUNT

13

WALL MOUNT

15

CEILING MOUNT
TRAPEZE BARS
HANGING RODS

Stainless steel rods are supported
by ceiling and base board bracket.

Ceiling Mount Fixtures
are characterized by a
ceiling component, bearing
the full weight of the
fixture and product it
displays .

Shelves can be adjusted, added
or removed. Under shelf hangbar
attachment is optional.
Brushed stainless steel shelves
shown. Glass and wood shelves
optionally available.

Trapeze Bars hung from
ceiling to support a variety of
product. Ideally suited for
limited floor space.

CMT-002

CMT-001

CMT-003

Ceiling mounted links
secure rod supported
hangbars. Finished in
semi-clear warm
powder coat over hot
rolled steel.
Fixture is made from
brushed stainless steel
tubes, machined end
caps and supported with
airplane cable.
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